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	In “Mark Twain’s Neglected Classic” F.R. Leavis asserts Pudd’nhead Wilson a Tale deserves critical acclaim.  Leavis declares the folk tale loses potency behind Twain’s other classic because “the nature of the greatness of Huckleberry Finn itself [Puddn’head Wilson] tends not to be fully recognized”(257).  Beyond the canonical Huckleberry Finn, Leavis unveils the exceptional literary artwork in Puddn’head Wilson.  Claiming that because  “Mark Twain was something very much more than a folk-writer”(259), the novel transforms from an unknown folk tale to a canonical classic.  Leavis also points out, while popular belief about pioneer communities suggests “glimpses of mob lawlessness as an accepted institution” (262) Twain depicts Dawson’s Landing as “a subtler civilization”(262) and argues “this is a civilized community—one qualified to have exacted a very much more favorable report than any brought back by Martin Chuzzlewit”(263).  In addition Leavis’ claim that Twains fond endearment towards Judge Driscoll, Pembroke Howard, and Wilson entails that “we take to be [the] point of view to Mark Twain”(265).  Next Leavis authenticates Puddn’head Wilson through Twain’s “concern with the complexities of both human Nature and Civilization as represented in a historical community— for Dawson’s Landing, it may be reasonably said is one that, at a given time in actual American History,  Mark Twain had intimately known.” (266).   Furthermore, Leavis authenticates the novelty of Puddn’head Wilson’s address to sexuality “such as cannot be found elsewhere in Mark Twain.” (267)  Leavis eventually criticizes Twain’s work by questioning the missing significance that “lies against the unfulfilled promise represented by the twins—the non-significant play made with them, their history and the sinister oriental dagger.” (268)  In closing, Puddn’head Wilson uses race and the indignant characterization of Tom to display the ironic themes.
	Leavis’ strong essay invites readers into “how a piece works,” which could be considered a fundamental principle in New Criticism.  For example, Twain’s depiction of Tom is easily identified as indignant therefore “when he  has to face the sudden revelation that he is a Negro, we feel some compassion for him; we don’t just applaud an irony of poetic justice when he is concerned into reflecting” (270). Leavis then utilizes the text to further his point that the feeling of compassion is an ironic one that “soon vanishes as the dialectic of utter selfishness unfolds in him”(270).  This rhetoric strengthens Leavis’ argument.  Taking the text and explaining how it is effective, he elaborates, “The developments of his incapacity for the compassion are done with a convincingness that the creator of Tito Melema would have envied”(270).  Roxy’s offer of slavery to free Tom from disinheritance and infidelity explains this “convincingness”.  The imbalance of “both extremes of human nature are brought together in an effect that belongs wholly to the mode of Puddn’head Wilson, and is equally removed from melodrama and from cynicism”, meaning that Twain neither digresses into human nature being “contemptible nor to condemn civilization”(270).
	While Leavis proves the strength in Twain’s rhetoric, some of his points appear objective rather than subjective.  After all, New Criticism is often one’s close analysis of the text, leading to an opinion brought forth by perception.  Therefore all subject matter is subjective rather than objective.  For instance, Leavis, in reference to Bernard De Voto, claims that “[Roxy] represents a frank and unembarrassed recognition of the actuality of sex, with its place and power in human affairs, such as cannot be found elsewhere in Mark Twain”(267).  While this statement has relevance, absolutism automatically forces one to question its pertinence and additionally if Leavis is authentic.  Was the actuality of sex  not addressed in “Huckleberry Finn” when Huck dresses drag to fool Judith Wolfs who is not easily deceived, when the “actuality of sex” can only be a matter of personal perspective analysis?  Furthermore, while Leavis compares the satiric spirit of Wilson to Roxy Leavis expresses “We are no doubt very close to the satiric note in the irony with which the chapter ends”.  Also, Leavis declares “But we are remote from satire here”(267).  Statements like “we are no doubt” and “we are remote” address the reader in an absolutist tone that automatically denotes his authenticity because, once again, it is only a matter of perception.

